
We work with a lot of CEO candidates. People who have to look and sound like the 
obvious choice in front of the Board of Directors and Selection Committee. What 
surprises us the most is how often vocal presence is the chief concern when working 
on communication skills with leaders. For one CEO candidate, the Board complained 
they could not hear him. For another CEO candidate, the Board said her voice 
sounded stressed. 

Many of us carry our own judgment about our voices. 

I sound sleepy and lazy. 
I have uptick. 
I sound young. 
I sound too old. 

I sound stressed and angry. 
I sound less intelligent than I am. 
I am not loud enough. 
I speak too fast.

Why is voice so important?  We make many assumptions about speakers based on 
how they sound.  We make assumptions about their educational and socio-economic 
background, mental aptitude, capabilities, motivations, and leadership potential. The 
quality of one’s voice makes us listen more or listen less. We can tell when someone is 
using a fake voice, too. This is why it is important to practice exploring your voice 
every day. Watching videos, doing daily warm-ups, and using live coaching is the 
ideal way to create new vocal habits more quickly. 

1. Make more vertical space by dropping the jaw

Creating more space in the mouth makes it easier to project your voice. 
Vertical space is better for creating richer and rounder tones. Horizontal 
space forces breath through your nose and adds nasal brightness. This can 
distort your vowels and sometimes make a voice sound “fake” or 
“tentative”.  Often regionalisms live in horizontal mouth shapes. Look at old 
movies with Sigourney Weaver.  She has a very relaxed jaw. 

2. Use deep breaths and focus on your exhale

Practice a sigh. Notice how much air comes out. You will sound more 
relaxed and experienced just by increasing the amount of air you exhale 
while speaking. For people who sound young or stressed, they see the 
greatest improvement with this small adjustment. 
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3. Think a smile

You don’t need to show those teeth, just ‘think a smile’ and your 
cheekbones and soft palate will lift. That gives you all the brightness you 
need to enrich the tone of your voice.  Round tones have more gravitas. If 
you tend to sound angry, ‘thinking a smile’ helps instantly. 

4. Release neck tension with a wider throat

Lean your head to the left and right, holding for 30 seconds on each side to 
really stretch those tight muscles.  Now imagine that someone is stretching 
your neck wider.  Think you are a wide mouthed frog.  Your voice will drop 
an octave by making more space in the larynx. This is how Barry White hit 
those low pitches. If your voice is higher pitched, practice singing with a 
wider neck in a lower voice. 

5. Warm-up – laughing, buzzing, humming

Develop good vocal habits from practice.  A daily vocal warm-up is the best 
way to stay mindful and vocally limber.  Clients enjoy and commit most 
easily to humming, laughing, and buzzing.  Do this during your morning 
routine or when you go on a walk. 

Mmmm 
Ho Ho Ho 
Zzzzzz 

6. Increase water and humidity

Do you ever wonder why some peoples’ voices age faster than others?  
Dehydration and dryness age your voice. When the voice is dry, it is hard to 
modify pitches and tone.  You lose the ability to mood map a message with 
your voice. Drink a gallon of water a day and breath very deeply in a hot 
shower or sauna to stay hydrated. You can even inhale the steam from your 
dishwasher. 
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7. Start LOUD and LOW

Put a sticky note by your laptop screen with the words “LOUD and LOW”.
When you begin loud with a low-pitched voice, you will grab attention
faster.  When you start this way, it is easier to stay that way. You are creating
muscle-memory and it will become automatic.
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